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AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

As the outgrowth of practical academic instruction, this book is designed to facilitate as far as possible, for the beginner, the acquisition of the Egyptian language and writing, and is also intended for those who must dispense with the assistance of a teacher in the study. It aims to acquaint the learner with those grammatical phenomena which are well established, and which must guide us in the interpretation of texts. It further aims to afford him as correct a picture as possible of the general structure of the Egyptian language.

For those who are familiar with the peculiar situation of Egyptian philology, I need not premise with the remark, that something else is necessary to the study of Egyptian grammar if it is to be at all a fruitful study, viz. the simultaneous acquisition of Coptic. One who is not familiar with this, the only phase of the Egyptian language which we really understand, will never properly comprehend it in its older
periods, nor, at the most ever attain more than an official capacity for reading Egyptian texts by which would therefore request the student of my work through Steindorff’s Coptic Grammar—parallel with this—and especially, to note a constant cross references in both.

The selection and limitation of the grammatical material offered especial difficulty. The Egyptian language as we find it, presents quite different stages of development, and even leaving Late Egypt out of account, fifteen hundred years of the history of the language still remains to be dealt with. These difficulties have been surmounted by relegating to certain paragraphs (A) the peculiarities of the ancient religious literature and the inscriptions of the old empire on the one hand, and those of the popular language of the new empire on the other. The paragraphs thereafter with what may be called the classic language of the inscriptions and poems of the old empire, with which the idiom later employed in learned and official language is practically identical. The material in the chrestomathy is also taken from texts of this character in order that the beginner may accustom himself to their linguistic usage especially to their consistent orthography. I have
to facilitate the understanding of the chrestomathy
by division into sentences, clear print and explanatory remarks.

In the use of the book it has seemed to me that
the beginner should first familiarize himself with the
most important paragraphs, designated by an asterisk, and should then work through the first part of
the Chrestomathy. If in doing this he not only looks
up the paragraphs indicated, but also tries to form
a connected idea of the sections of the grammar thus
referred to, he will then be sufficiently advanced to
take hold of the second part of the chrestomathy,
where as a rule he must recognize the grammatical
forms for himself. The appendix to the chrestomathy
contains the most important of the formularies from
the list which must now be mastered, in order to
understand Egyptian inscriptions correctly.

It further behoves me to state, that in this book,
much which is not so designated undoubtedly belongs
to Steindorff and Sethe. But we have so often dis-
cussed these things among ourselves, that we could not
separate our "intellectual property" even if we deemed
it at all important to do so.

SÜDENDE, August 19th, 1893.

ADOLF ERMAN.
TRANSLATOR’S PREFACE.

The peculiar difficulties experienced by the translator, in transferring into English the results of the grammatical investigations of his honored teacher, Prof. Erman, render a word of explanation necessary. These difficulties were due firstly, to the unique character of the language investigated, and secondly to the fact that the new science of Egyptian Grammar, as it has been created by the German grammatical school in the last fifteen years, does not yet exist in English.

* The above statement may seem strange to one who knows that the grammar of Le Page Renouf was reedited in 1889 (“An Elementary Grammar of the Ancient Egyptian Language” by Le Page Renouf, Bagster & Sons, London, 2nd. ed.). But the venerable scholar, the Nestor of English Egyptologists, has not followed the modern development in Egyptian grammar. His book is therefore entirely obsolete. Ex. gr. on p. 1 you will find the Egyptian consonants ḫ, ḫ, Σ, &c., classified under a list of vowels and the statement added, that the “vowels were very common omitted,” and this about a system of orthography exclusive of consonantal (with the exception of one or two doubtful ending. On p. 50 the ḫn of the ḫn-form of the verb is stated to be inseparable from the subject and separable from the verb, an assertion in direct contradiction of the facts, and due to a confusion wi
There were therefore no *termini technici* of Egyptian grammar ready at hand in English. The ready facility with which the German lends itself to the expression of compound ideas in one word, is entirely foreign to English and the peculiar phenomena for which a felicitous compound was always ready in the flexile German were sometimes the despair of the

the particle *in*. Or turn to p. 18 where the absolute pronoun *st* is called a suffix, the author being misled by the confusion purely orthographic in late and corrupt texts, between *st*, *sn* and *s*, for in the classic language *st* is always used absolutely, i.e. separably. In the same chapter one searches in vain for any paradigm of the old absolute pronouns. Those of the 1 c. and 3 m. s. are incidentally mentioned, the latter being called an "independent personal pronoun", but the 2 m. s., 2 f. s., 3 f. s., and *all* the plurals are wanting. But to enumerate forms and phenomena unknown to this grammar would be to repeat a large portion of the work here translated. Further, though Mr. Le Page Renouf has stated in his "Concluding Observations" that the Egyptian language suffered many changes during its enormously long history, no hint of these changes appears in the treatment of grammatical forms and syntax. The entire treatise is therefore as reasonable as would be a grammar, which, without any distinction of time, should present the forms of Latin and its offspring Italian in heterogeneous combination from the Augustan age down to the present day. If the end of the period thus included were two thousand years removed from us, the parallel would be complete and it could be stated with impunity that the Latin article was *if* and that the Italian nouns were comprised in five terminationally inflected declensions. In France the new science is equally disregarded, as the recent "Manuel de la Langue égyptienne" of Victor Loret may testify.
translator. It is hoped, however, that such terms have been made at least intelligible to the English reading student and the indulgence of the reader is craved wherever felicitous English has been sacrificed for the sake of clearness. One word has been coined, viz. "substantivized", being simply the transferred German "substantivirte". With the translation "uninflected passive" for the German "endungsloses Passiv" the writer was not at all satisfied, but could find nothing better and after consultation with the author, it stands. The term "pseudoparticiple" is another directly transferred word for which nothing better could be found; it is, both in conjugation and meaning, very similar to the Assyrian "permansive", but to have used this term would have been a liberty not justified in translating.

It only remains to be hoped that the results, achieved within the last fifteen years, which render the grammatical structure of the ancient Egyptian tolerably intelligible, and which are herewith presented for the first time in English, may be as interesting and instructive to the English and American student as they have been to the translator, from the lips of the man to whom they are almost solely due.

Berlin, Nov. 11th, 1893.

James Henry Breasted.
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INTRODUCTION.

The Egyptian language is related to the Semitic languages (Hebrew, Arabic, Aramaic &c.), to the East-African languages (Bischari, Galla, Somali and others), and to the Berber languages of North-Africa. The language of its oldest monuments belongs as far back as the fourth millennium B.C. and did not entirely die out until three centuries ago.

We distinguish the following chief periods of the language:

1. The Old-Egyptian, the oldest language treated in this book, the employment of which as the learned, literary language continued into Roman times. Peculiarities of its oldest form (found in the so-called "pyramid texts") are noted in the remarks "A" under the different paragraphs.

2. 3. The Middle-Egyptian, the popular language of the middle empire and the Late-Egyptian, the popular language of the new empire; the most important divergences found in this period are noted in the re-

Erm an, Egypt. gramm.
marks "B". It is more fully treated in: Erman Sprache des Papyrus Westcar (Göttingen 1889) and Erman, Neuägyptische Grammatik (Leipzig 1880).

4. The Demotic, the popular language of the last pre-Christian centuries, written in a peculiar orthography. Cf. "Grammaire démotique", Brugsch (Berlin 1855)—of course obsolete.

5. The Coptic, the language of the Christian Egyptians written with Greek letters. Cf. the Coptic grammar, parallel with this book, by Steindorff, which I hereafter cite as "C".

3. Since the idioms cited, from 1—4, are all written without vowels, (cf. § 14) the Coptic affords the only possibility of understanding the structure of the Egyptian language. It is therefore necessary, even for the beginner, to acquire a knowledge of Coptic.—Only one who is already proficient in Old-Egyptian and Coptic should venture into Late-Egyptian or Demotic.

ORTHOGRAFY AND PHONETICS.

1. IN GENERAL.

*4. Hieroglyphic writing consists of pictures of men, animals, plants, &c.; their number is very large, though only about 500 are in frequent use. The alphabetic and syllabic signs of §§ 13, 33—35, and the determinatives of § 47 are sufficient at the start for
ne beginner; the other signs he will best learn through usage.

The writing properly runs from right to left, and only exceptionally (when employed for certain decorative purposes) from left to right; nevertheless, for reasons of convenience we always write it in the latter direction. Whether an inscription is to be read from right or the left, is easily determined by the eads of the animal and human figures, which always face toward the beginning.

The signs stand in part vertically as $\begin{array}{c}
\text{ı}
\end{array}$, 6. part horizontally $\begin{array}{c}
\text{ı}
\end{array}$; almost the only ones used in both positions are the especially frequent signs $\begin{array}{c}
\text{ı}
\end{array}$ or $\begin{array}{c}
\text{ı}
\end{array}$ “great” and $\begin{array}{c}
\text{ı}
\end{array}$ or $\begin{array}{c}
\text{ı}
\end{array}$ (cf. § 47). The frequent abbreviation $\begin{array}{c}
\text{ı}
\end{array}$ $m\mathcal{A}$-$\text{hrw}$ justified” is preferably written $\begin{array}{c}
\text{ı}
\end{array}$ or $\begin{array}{c}
\text{ı}
\end{array}$.

Caligraphy demanded that a number of continuous signs should together form an approximate rectangle. Hence the words $\text{rpC\text{ii}i}$ “hereditary prince”, $\text{mr m\text{C\text{ii}i}}$ “nearest friend” and $\text{hs “praise”, could}

ply be written as follows $\begin{array}{c}
\text{ı}
\end{array}$; arrangements like $\begin{array}{c}
\text{ı}
\end{array}$ would be barbarous.—At the present day we do not always closely follow this caligraphic law; but to the Egyptian
it was so important, that out of respect for it, sometimes departed from the correct orthography. For example, in almost all cases he wrote for "prince", ḫcht "to play" and rmt "man" ≠ ḫc, ≠ ḫc, ≠ r, because the correct writings ≠ ḫc, ≠ ḫc, ≠ r, were unpleasing. Similarly ḫ is often written for the more correct but unpleasing ḫ, ḫ and ḫ for ḫ.

8. It is customary to sketch the hieroglyphs exactly only in large ornamental inscriptions; in most cases it is regarded as sufficient to outline them in a conventional manner with a few strokes. The beginner should take as his pattern practically the writing of Brugsch's Dictionary, and should especially familiarize himself with the abbreviations for the different kinds there employed.

9. From the earliest times the individual signs were very much shortened and rounded off, when written upon Egyptian paper. We have accustomed ourselves to contrast these abbreviated hieroglyphs as a separate writing — the so-called "hieratic" — with the writing of the monuments. This is however correct, for they have no other points of distinction than are presented by our printed and written letters.

A knowledge of the Hieratic is not an immediate necessity for the beginner.

The hieratic writing is subdivided further into 10. two varieties, a more angular uncial, in which the individual signs remain for the most part separated, and a more rapid cursive, which often contracts an entire word into one ligature. It was this cursive writing, out of which the Demotic (cf. § 2,4) finally grew.

The hieroglyphic signs fall into three classes ac- 11. cording to their meaning:

1. Phonetic signs, which are alphabetic or syllabic.

2. Ideograms, which represent a certain word, but are also very often employed for another word having the same consonants as the first.

3. So-called determinatives, i. e. signs placed after a word, to indicate its meaning in a general way.

As may be seen from the table of signs these 12. classes are often not to be sharply defined, for original determinatives pass over into ideograms and original ideograms into syllabic signs.

2. PHONETIC SIGNS.

a. THE ALPHABET.

The alphabet (the arrangement of which is mod- 13. ern) is as follows:
2. PHONETIC SIGNS. a. THE ALPHABET. 14.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{3} & \quad \text{(Eagle)} \\
\text{i} & \quad \text{(Reedleaf)} \\
\text{c} & \quad \text{(Ajin)} \\
\text{n} & \\
\text{b} & \\
\text{p} & \\
\text{f} & \\
\text{m} & \\
\text{n} & \\
\text{r} & \\
\text{h} & \\
\text{h} & \\
\text{h} & \\
\end{align*} \]

To these are further to be added two second signs:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{y} & \quad \text{u} \\
\text{i} & \\
\end{align*} \]

B. Since the new empire \( \odot \) is also written for \( w \), \( m \) and \( \odot \) for \( n \).

14*. Our transliteration of these signs must be regarded only as an approximate equivalent of the respective sounds; but by means of the Coptic (cf. C. § 15).